ND Computer Science & Cybersecurity Standards

Agenda

- Overview of Standards
- Gallery Walk
- Reflection and Next Steps
  - Padlet
Introduction

Explain the Why

Process

CIA triangle

- **CONFIDENTIALITY**
  Confidentiality prevent unauthorized disclosure of information.

- **INTEGRITY**
  Integrity assure that data cannot be modified in an unauthorized manner.

- **AVAILABILITY**
  Information should be readily available for the authorized users.
Gallery Walk Process

**STEP 1:**
Review Standards and mark:
- Green: Already Teaching
- Yellow: Easily Integrated
- Red: Not applicable

**STEP 2:**
What do you like?
What do you wonder?

**STEP 3:**
padlet
Living Graph Reflection

◎ Where is your understanding of these standards?
   Beginner ---> Advanced

◎ What is your readiness for implementation?
   Beginner ---> Advanced

◎ What does your support system look like?
   I’m on My Own ---> Large Community of Support
Next Steps - Share!

Padlet - https://padlet.com/librarylesley40/NDCCSS

Schlibtalk

Present at NDLA in the fall!!